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We present ab initio calculations of the electronic energy loss of charged particles moving outside a mag-
nesium surface from a realistic description of the one-electron band structure and a full treatment of the
dynamical electronic response of valence electrons. Our results indicate that the finite width of the plasmon
resonance, which is mainly due to the presence of band-structure effects, strongly modifies the asymptotic
behavior of the energy loss at large distances from the surface. This effect is relevant for the understanding of
the interaction between charged particles and the internal surface of microcapillaries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Collective excitations at metal surfaces �surface plasmons
�SPs� �Ref. 1�� are well known to play a key role in a wide
spectrum of science, ranging from physics and materials sci-
ence to biology.2 Here we focus on one specific situation
where surface plasmons play a key role: the energy loss of
charged particles moving near a metal surface. This work has
been partially motivated by recent theoretical and experi-
mental studies of the interaction of highly charged ions3

with the internal surface of microcapillaries and
nanocapillaries,4–6 whose interpretation calls for an under-
standing of the asymptotic behavior of the energy loss at
large distances from the surface. Our ab initio calculations of
the electronic energy loss of charged particles moving out-
side a magnesium surface indicate that the finite width of the
SP resonance, which is mainly due to the presence of band-
structure effects,7 strongly modifies this asymptotic behavior.

When a charged particle is placed in front of a metal
surface, the distribution of electrons in the surface and in the
bulk is modified, an induced charged density is built up, and
both single particle and collective excitations are created
which are ultimately responsible for the electronic energy
loss of the external charged particle. Moving charged par-
ticles can also lose energy as a result of the interaction with
the nuclei of the solid; however, this energy loss is negligible
compared to the electronic energy loss, unless the probe
charge moves at velocities that are extremely small com-
pared to the Fermi velocity vF of the solid.

For a weak interaction between the external charged par-
ticle and the electrons of the metal surface, the electronic
response can be treated within linear-response theory. In the
case of charged particles moving inside a solid, nonlinear
effects are known to be crucial in the interpretation of
energy-loss measurements;8,9 however, nonlinear corrections
have been shown to be less important when the charged par-
ticle moves outside the solid.10 On the other hand, the elec-
tronic response of the metal surface is expected to be
strongly dependent upon the actual structure of the ground-
state electron density. Therefore, an accurate description of

the electronic energy loss of charged particles moving near a
metal surface lies mainly in the understanding of two basic
ingredients: the electronic properties of the ground state of
the target and the linear response of a many-electron system
to external perturbations.

Existing self-consistent calculations of the energy-loss
spectra at solid surfaces are based on either the jellium
model11 or a one-dimensional �1D� model potential that still
assumes translational invariance along the surface.12 Here we
report a three-dimensional �3D� ab initio calculation of the
electronic energy loss that incorporates the full band struc-
ture of the solid surface. Specifically, we calculate from first
principles the energy loss of charged particles that move par-
allel to the �0001� surface of Mg. We use the random-phase
approximation �RPA�,13 and we focus on the limit in which
the moving particle travels at large distances �compared to
the Fermi wavelength� from the surface. We demonstrate that
even for a free-electronlike metal, such as Mg, band-
structure effects on the finite width of the SP resonance
strongly modify this asymptotic behavior.

The paper is organized as follows. First of all, in Sec. II
we describe our full ab initio treatment of the wave-vector-
dependent and frequency-dependent electronic response of
valence electrons based on a realistic description of the one-
electron band structure. From the knowledge of the density-
response function we derive the surface-response function of
the system, whose imaginary part is related to the rate at
which an external potential generates electronic excitations
at the solid surface. In Sec. III, we derive an explicit expres-
sion for the electronic energy loss of charged particles mov-
ing parallel to a solid surface �stopping power of the solid�,
which we obtain from the knowledge of the imaginary part
of the GW self-energy of many-body theory.14 In Sec. IV, we
present numerical calculations of the surface-response func-
tion and the electronic stopping power of a Mg�0001� sur-
face. We compare our results with the stopping power ob-
tained with the use of either the jellium model or a 1D model
potential. In Sec. V, our conclusions are presented. Unless
otherwise is stated, we use atomic units throughout, i.e.,
e2=�=me=1.
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II. SURFACE-RESPONSE FUNCTION

Take a system of N interacting electrons of density n0�r�
exposed to a frequency-dependent external potential
Vext�r ;��. Keeping terms of first order in the external pertur-
bation and neglecting retardation effects, the rate w��� at
which the frequency-dependent external potential Vext�r ;��
generates electronic excitations in the many-electron
system15 is found to be given by the following expression:

w��� = − 2 Im� dr� dr�Vext�r;����r,r�;��Vext�r�;�� ,

�1�

where ��r ,r� ;�� represents the so-called density-response
function of the many-electron system. In the framework of
time-dependent density-functional theory �TDDFT�,16 the ex-
act density-response function of an interacting many-
electron system is found to obey the following Dyson-type
equation:

��r,r�;�� = �0�r,r�;�� +� dr1� dr2�0�r,r1;��

� �v�r1,r2� + fxc�n0��r1,r2;�����r2,r�;�� .

�2�

Here, �0�r ,r� ;�� is the density-response function of nonin-
teracting Kohn-Sham electrons, v�r1 ,r2� is the bare Cou-
lomb interaction, and fxc�n0��r ,r� ;�� represents the so-
called exchange-correlation �xc� kernel, which is the second
functional derivative of the xc energy functional evaluated at
the ground-state electron density n0�r�. In the RPA,
fxc�n0��r ,r� ;��=0.

In the case of a periodic surface, we introduce two-
dimensional �2D� Fourier expansions of the form

��r,r�;�� =
1

A
�
q

SBZ

�
g,g�

ei�q+g�·r	e−i�q+g��·r	��g,g��z,z�;q,�� ,

�3�

where A is a normalization area, q is a 2D wave vector in the
surface Brillouin zone �SBZ�, and g and g� denote 2D
reciprocal-lattice vectors. For an external potential of the
form

Vext�r,�� = −
4�2

A
�
q

SBZ
eiq·�r−iz�

q
, �4�

the rate w��� takes the form2

w��� = �
q

SBZ

w�q,�� , �5�

where w�q ,�� denotes the rate at which the external poten-
tial generates electronic excitations of frequency � and 2D
wave vector q,

w�q,�� =
4�

2A
Im g�q,�� , �6�

with

g�q,�� = −
2�

q
� dz� dz�eq�z+z���g=0,g�=0�z,z�;q,�� . �7�

In the RPA, the Fourier coefficients �g,g��z ,z� ;q ,�� are
found to obey the following matrix equation:

�g,g��z,z�;q,�� = �g,g�
0 �z,z�;q,��

+ �
g1

� dz1� dz2�g,g1

0 �z,z1;q,��

� vg1
�z1,z2;q��g1,g��z2,z�;q,�� , �8�

where vg�z ,z� ;q� denote the 2D Fourier coefficients of the
bare Coulomb interaction v�r ,r��,

vg�z,z�;q� =
2�


q + g

e−
q+g

z−z�
, �9�

and �g,g�
0 �z ,z� ;q ,�� represent the Fourier coefficients of the

density-response function of noninteracting Kohn-Sham
electrons.

For positive frequencies, the imaginary part of the Fourier
coefficients �g,g�

0 �z ,z� ;q ,�� is easily obtained from the spec-
tral function Sg,g�

0 �z ,z� ;q ,��, as follows:

Im �g,g�
0 �z,z�;q,�� = − �Sg,g�

0 �z,z�;q,�� , �10�

where

Sg,g�
0 �z,z�;q,�� =

2

A
�
k

SBZ

�
n

occ

�
n�

unocc

��k,n�r�
e−i�q+g�r	
�k+q,n��r��

���k+q,n��r��
ei�q+g��r	�
�k,n�r���

����k,n − �k+q,n� + �� . �11�

Here, the sum over n and n� run over all occupied and un-
occupied bands, respectively, and �k,n and �k,n�r� represent,
respectively, the single-particle energies and wave functions
of a Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian with an effective potential that
is periodic in the plane of the surface. For the evaluation of
the real part of �g,g�

0 �z ,z� ;q ,��, we perform a Hilbert trans-
form of the corresponding imaginary part.17

The function g�q ,�� of Eq. �7� is the so-called surface-
response function, which represents a key quantity in the
description of both single particle and collective excitations
at solid surfaces, and whose imaginary part �see Eq. �6��
yields the rate at which an external potential generates elec-
tronic excitations. Equation �7� shows that only the diagonal
Fourier coefficient �g,g�z ,z� ;q ,�� with g=0 enters the ex-
pression for the surface-response function. Nevertheless, the
full matrix nature of �g,g�

0 �z ,z� ;q ,�� and �g,g��z ,z� ;q ,�� is
involved when solving Eq. �8�. These are the so-called local-
field effects,18 which typically play an important role in the
presence of strong electron-density inhomogeneities but are
found to be negligible in the case of simple metals like Mg.7

III. ELECTRONIC STOPPING POWER

Let us consider a probe particle of charge Z1 moving in an
inhomogeneous many-electron system. The decay rate 	i

−1 of
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the particle in the state 
i�r� with energy �i is obtained from
the knowledge of the imaginary part of the self-energy
��r ,r� ;�i�, according to19

	i
−1 = − 2� dr� dr�
i

��r�Im ��r,r�;�i�
i�r�� . �12�

In the GW approximation of many-body theory,14 and re-
placing the probe-particle Green’s function by that of a non-
interacting particle, one finds

	i
−1 = − 2Z1

2� dr� dr�
i
��r�

��
f


 f
��r��Im W�r,r�;�i − � f�
 f�r�
i�r�� , �13�

where the sum is extended over a complete set of final states

 f�r� of energy � f. W�r ,r� ;�i−� f� is the screened interaction
of the system, which is related to the interacting density-
response function as follows:

W�r,r�;�� = v�r,r��

+� dr1� dr2v�r,r1���r1,r2;��v�r2,r�� .

�14�

In the case of a recoilless point particle moving at a given
impact vector b with nonrelativistic velocity v, the probe-
particle initial and final states can be described by plane
waves in the direction of motion and a Dirac � function in
the transverse direction, i.e.,


�r� =
1

A
eiv·r��r� − b� , �15�

where r� represents the position vector perpendicular to the
projectile velocity. One then finds that the decay rate of Eq.
�13� can be written as follows:

	i
−1 =

1

T
�
q

Pq, �16�

where T is a normalization time and Pq is given by the fol-
lowing expression:

Pq =
4�

�
Z1

2�
0



d�� dq�

�2��3eib·�q+q��

�Im W�q,q�,����� − q · v���� + q� · v� . �17�

Here, � is a normalization volume and W�q ,q� ;�� repre-
sents the double Fourier transform of the screened interac-
tion W�r ,r� ;��.

The quantity Pq entering Eq. �16� can be interpreted as
the probability for the probe particle to transfer momentum q
to the many-electron system. Hence, the stopping power of
the many-electron system, i.e, the average energy lost by the
particle per unit path length is found to be given by the
following expression:

−
dE

dx
=

1

L
�
q

�q · v�Pq, �18�

where L is a normalization length and q ·v represents the
energy transfer associated to the momentum transfer q.

Now we restrict our attention to the case of charged re-
coilless particles moving with constant velocity v along a
definite trajectory at a fixed distance z from a periodic solid
surface. If one introduces 2D Fourier expansions of the form
of Eq. �3�, then Eqs. �17� and �18� yield the following ex-
pression for the stopping power:

−
dE

dx
�z� = −

2Z1
2

vA
�
g,K

�
q

SBZ

eiK·bq · v Im Wg,g+K�z,z;q,q · v� ,

�19�

the sum over K being restricted to those reciprocal-lattice
vectors that are perpendicular to the velocity of the projec-
tile, i.e., K ·v=0.

At this point, we focus on the special situation where the
coordinate z is located far from the surface into the vacuum.
Equation �14� shows that under such conditions the Fourier
coefficients Wg,g��q ,�� take the following form:

Wg,g��z,z;q,�� = vg�z,z,q��g,g�

−
2�q


q + g

q + g�

gg,g��q,��e−�
q+g
+
q+g�
�z,

�20�

where

gg,g��q,�� = −
2�

q
� dz� dz�e
q+g
z�g,g��z,z�;q,��e
q+g�
z�,

�21�

which for g=g�=0 yields the surface-response function en-
tering Eq. �6�.

The symmetry of the one-particle Bloch states results in
the following identity:

gg,g��Sq,�� = gS−1g,S−1g��q,�� , �22�

with S representing a point-group symmetry operation in the
periodic crystal. As a consequence, the stopping power of
Eq. �19� can be evaluated from the knowledge of the
screened interaction corresponding to wave vectors lying in
the irreducible element of the surface Brillouin zone �ISBZ�.
If crystal local-field effects are neglected altogether, intro-
ducing Eq. �21� into Eq. �19� yields

−
dE

dx
�z� =

2Z1
2

vA
�
q

ISBZ

�
S

2�


Sq

�Sq · v�e−2
Sq
z Im g�Sq,Sq · v� ,

�23�

where g�q ,�� represents the surface-response function of
Eq. �7�.

In the simplest possible model of a solid surface, in which
a semi-infinite electron gas described by a Drude dielectric
function ����=1−�p

2 /�2 is separated by a planar interface at
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z=0 from a semi-infinite vacuum, both Eqs. �19� and �23�
reduce, for particle trajectories outside the solid �z�0�, to
the classical expression,20

−
dE

dx
�z� = Z1

2�s
2

v2 K0�2�sz/v� , �24�

where K0�x� in the zero-order-modified Bessel function,21

and �s is the SP frequency �s=�p /2. This expression,
which is known to hold for high particle velocities �v�vF�
at large distances from the surface �z��F� shows that under
these conditions the energy loss is dominated by the excita-
tion of surface plasmons.

IV. RESULTS

Magnesium �1s22s22p63s2� is a monatomic solid with the
hexagonal close-packed crystal structure. The input of our
parameter-free first-principles stopping-power calculations is
the surface-response function g�q ,�� of Eq. �7�, which we
have calculated for the �0001� surface of Mg. The results
presented below have been found to be well converged for
all velocities under study. The single-particle Kohn-Sham or-
bitals �k,n�r� entering Eq. �11� were expanded in a plane-
wave basis set with a kinetic-energy cutoff of 13 Ry. In the
Fourier expansion of the noninteracting density-response
matrix �g,g�

0 �gz ,gz� ,q ,�� we included 101gz vectors and the
components with g=g�=0 only because of the negligible
local-field effects along the surface.7 In Eq. �11� all occupied
and unoccupied energy bands up to 50 eV above the Fermi
level were taken into account. Numerically, in the evaluation
of Sg,g�

0 �gz ,gz� ,q ,�� the � function was replaced by a Gauss-
ian with a broadening parameter �=0.1 eV. The sampling of
the SBZ required for the evaluation of both the surface-
response function of Eq. �7� and the stopping power of Eq.
�23� has been performed including 7812 mesh points in the
SBZ. We set Z1= �1, but our results can be used for arbi-
trary values of Z1, as the stopping power is—within linear-
response theory—proportional to Z1

2.
We compare our first-principles calculations with the re-

sults that we have also obtained by replacing the actual
�0001� surface of Mg by �i� a jellium surface with an
electron-density parameter rs=2.66 �corresponding to an
electron density equal to that of valence electrons in Mg� and
�ii� a model surface described by the 1D potential of Ref. 22.
This potential describes the main features of the surface elec-
tronic structure of Mg: the energy gap and the Shockley sur-

face state at the �̄ point �k=0� of the SBZ; in this case, we
have used films of up to 41 layers of atoms with a lattice
parameter a=4.923 a.u. corresponding to a film thickness of
100.92 a.u. and the work function has been taken to be �
=3.66 eV.

Our first-principles calculations employ a supercell geom-
etry with slabs containing 16 atomic layers of Mg that are
separated by vacuum intervals. The slab geometry imposes a
low limit for the momentum q below which the SP splits into
two slab excitations of the form15

���q� = �s�1 � e−qL�1/2, �25�

with L here representing the slab thickness. This drawback
can be softened by increasing the slab thickness.

Figure 1 shows the self-consistent calculations of the
imaginary part of the surface-response function Im g�q ,��
that we have obtained from Eq. �7� in the RPA for �i� a
semi-infinite jellium surface �dashed lines�, �ii� the 1D model
surface potential of Ref. 22 �thin solid lines�, and �iii� the
actual �0001� surface of Mg �thick solid lines�. For the low
2D wave vectors q under study, the energy-loss spectra are
clearly dominated by a SP contribution at �s�8 eV, which
seems to first shift to lower frequencies, as q increases, and
then from q�0.02 on, toward higher frequencies. This figure
shows that for the small values of q considered here both
jellium and 1D model calculations �dashed and thin solid
curves� overestimate the SP energy. Our calculations show,
however, that for larger values of the 2D wave vector these
simplified models predict accurate values of the SP energy.

The important message of Fig. 1 is that at small values of
q the actual linewidth of the SP is considerably larger than
that obtained with the use of 1D jelliumlike models. This
important effect is expected to impact considerably the actual
stopping power of the solid surface, especially at large dis-
tances from the surface where the energy loss is dominated
by the excitation of surface plasmons associated to very low
wave vectors.

Now we focus on the special situation where an external
recoilless particle of charge Z1=1 is moving with constant
velocity along a definite trajectory at a fixed distance z far
from the surface into the vacuum. Figure 2 exhibits the stop-
ping power of Mg�0001� for this moving particle, as ob-
tained from Eq. �23� in the RPA for �i� a semi-infinite jellium
surface �dashed lines�, �ii� the 1D model surface potential of
Ref. 22 �thin solid lines�, and �iii� the actual �0001� surface
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FIG. 1. Imaginary part of the RPA surface-response function of
Mg�0001� Im g�q ,��, as a function of �, for various values of the
magnitude q of the wave vector. The thick solid line represents
self-consistent first-principles calculations, the dashed line repre-
sents the corresponding results obtained for a semi-infinite jellium
surface, and the thin solid line represents the corresponding results
obtained by using the 1D model potential of Ref. 22.
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of Mg �thick solid lines�. At the velocities under consider-
ation �v�vF�, the energy-loss spectrum of charged particles
moving far from the surface into the vacuum is dominated by
long-wavelength surface excitations �small q�, i.e., by the
excitation of surface plasmons. Hence, we might be tempted
to conclude that Eq. �24� �represented in Fig. 2 by a dotted
line� should be a good representation of the actual stopping
at z��F. Indeed, Fig. 2 shows that this classical limit is in
excellent agreement at large values of z with the results ob-
tained with the use of 1D jelliumlike models �dashed and
thin solid lines�. However, it is important to note that these
models do not account for the intrinsic linewidth of surface
plasmons which, as a result of interband transitions that are
absent in these simplified models, dominates the energy loss
at large distances. As the velocity increases �see the lower
panels of Fig. 2�, lower values of the wave vector enter the
excitation spectrum leading to an increased impact in the
intrinsic surface-plasmon linewidth on the stopping power
and, therefore, more pronounced differences between the
stopping power of a jelliumlike surface �dashed and thin
solid lines� and the real surface �thick solid lines�.

Figure 3 shows the ratio between the first-principles stop-
ping power of the real Mg�0001� surface and the stopping
power of the corresponding jellium surface �which at large
distances coincides with the classical result of Eq. �24�� for
the four values of the velocity considered in Fig. 2. The ab
initio energy loss is considerably larger than that obtained
from the classical equation �24� at all large distances from
the metal surface. As z→, the classical equation �24�
�which assumes the linewidth of the surface plasmon to be
zero� decays exponentially; indeed, at these large distances
from the surface the stopping power is dominated by the
finite intrinsic linewidth of the surface plasmon, leading to a
ratio that increases exponentially. This exponential increase

also occurs when the stopping power of the real surface is
replaced by that of a semi-infinite electron gas described by a
Drude dielectric function of the form ����=1−�p

2 /���
+ i��, � being a damping parameter that would give account
approximately for the finite surface-plasmon linewidth.23

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out first-principles self-consistent calcu-
lations of the surface-response matrix and the stopping
power of the �0001� surface of Mg. Our results indicate that
band-structure effects �and, in particular, interband transi-
tions� play a key role in the description of the asymptotic
behavior of the stopping power far from the surface, even in
the case of a free-electronlike metal such as Mg. In particu-
lar, we find that the linewidth of the surface-response func-
tion is considerably enhanced at small wave vectors, which
yields an increased energy loss of charged particles moving
far from the surface that cannot be described by simplified
1D jelliumlike models. This important effect, which should
be present in the case of all metal surfaces, is expected to be
relevant for the understanding of the interaction between
charged particles and the internal surface of microcapillaries.
New experiments along these lines would be desirable.
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solid line represents self-consistent first-principles calculations. The
dashed and thin solid lines represent the corresponding results ob-
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